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Dual Charging Station, New Trade-UP Program, and More!
Click here if you're having problems viewing this email


Charge Two EVs Simultaneously with One Station, One Circuit.


Double Your Charging Spots with the HCS Dual Charging Station


ClipperCreek’s HCS Dual Charging Station, the HCS-D40, automatically splits
power between two vehicles based on the vehicle’s request for power. The 
HCS-D40 provides up to 16 Amps to each vehicle when two are charging and up
to 32 Amps when one vehicle is charging. The HCS-D40 is economical, maximizes
existing electrical infrastructure and can be wall-mounted or installed with one of
ClipperCreek’s freestanding pedestal mount options. If you already own an 
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e are also pleased to announce our Trade-UP Program. We'll buy back your HCS-40 when you buy the new Dual Charging Station!
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HCS-40, HCS-40P, HCS-40R or HCS-40PR ClipperCreek is offering a Trade-UP
Program for a limited time. Learn More.


Instructional Video: CP-50 EVSE Tester


Check Out New CP-50 Informational Video - Why and How to Use


CP-50 EVSE Tester Can Troubleshoot Any Charging Station


ClipperCreek, Inc. recently released the CP-50, a compact EVSE tester that can be used as a stand-alone device or
in combination with a DVM (Digital Volt Meter) and/or oscilloscope to verify operations and perform advanced
troubleshooting. The CP-50 is the perfect tool for the installation and maintenance of Electric Vehicle Supply
Equipment. No vehicle necessary! To learn more, watch a short new video here!


In Case You Missed It...


High Power "Ruggedized" EV Charging Stations Now Available
 


The HCS-60 and HCS-80, two of ClipperCreek’s highest-powered
Level 2 electric vehicle charging stations, are now available in
"Ruggedized" configurations. The HCS-60R and HCS-80R feature
rubber overmolded SAE-J1772™ connectors for added impact and
crush resistance, field-replaceable connector latches, and are
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backed by five year warranties. These high-power, ruggedized
charging stations offer reliable and affordable level 2 charging
solutions designed specifically for heavy utilization fleets, public
parking lots, and extreme weather locations. The Share2® option is
also available with both the HCS-60R and HCS-80R as a bundle.
Learn More


In Other News...


Dreaming of a Tesla Model S, X or 3?


www.ClipperCreek.com
Score 5,000 Free Supercharger Miles for your new Tesla when you are one of
the first to place your order using this special link: http://ts.la/jason4141


Check Out Our Monthly Specials


Level up with a Level 2 charger! Electric Vehicles are hitting the mainstream,
and if you have recently purchased an EV we can make charging your car at
home fast, easy and reliable. Call for details on our Monthly Special today!
Toll Free: (877) 694-4194


The Highest Standards. The Happiest Customers.
 


"We’ve been installing ClipperCreek electric vehicle charging stations for more
than three years and the results have been excellent for our customers and our
business. As northern New England’s leading solar energy company, our goal is to
help people eliminate fossil fuels and carbon pollution. ClipperCreek charging
stations have proven to be robust in our relatively harsh climate, enabling our
customers to reliably charge their electric vehicles and enabling us to focus on
building more solar energy projects rather than dealing with EVSE hardware
headaches. With transportation accounting for roughly 1/2 of all carbon pollution
in our region, solar + EV charging with ClipperCreek is a critical part of the
transition to a clean energy economy."


 
- Frederick G., ReVision Energy, a Certified B Corp.


 
Read More from our Customers


Let's stay in touch!
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